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Single molecule techniques emerge as powerful and quantitative approaches for scientific investigations in last
decades. Among them, single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (SMFS) is able to non-invasively characterize and
track samples at the molecular level. Here, applications of SMFS to fundamental biological questions have been
briefly summarized in catalogues of single-molecule counting, distance measurements, force sensors, molecular
tracking, and ultrafast dynamics. In these SMFS applications, statistics and physical laws are utilized to
quantitatively analyze the behaviors of biomolecules in cellular signaling pathways and the mechanisms of biological
functions. This not only deepens our understanding of bio-systems, but also provides a fresh angle to those
fundamental questions, leading to a more quantitative thinking in life science.
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INTRODUCTION

As a non-invasive technique, fluorescence spectroscopy is
a favorable characterization tool for researchers and has
been applied to various research areas, e.g., physics,
chemistry, materials and biology. However, traditional
bulk fluorescence measurements only provide average
characteristics of samples/molecules and limited spatial
resolution, while the detailed information on kinetics,
dynamics, and heterogeneous populations is buried. In
addition, for heterogeneous and complex systems (espe-
cially the biological systems), the tracking of the
processive or sequential dynamics and the identification
of overlapping transitions and the underlying conforma-
tion fluctuations can hardly be achieved by ensemble
experiments. In order to overcome these limitations,
single molecule approaches by directly monitoring the
fluorescence of individual molecules can help to collect
data related to individual molecules. Consequently, a
clearer picture on the heterogeneous behaviors of the
system can be extracted as the entire distributions and
time trajectories for target molecules. Therefore, single
molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (SMFS) is promising

in looking into the details and insights of complex
systems at the molecular level, and now becomes a
superior approach for biological and medical investiga-
tions. In addition, SMFS provides quantitative analysis,
which is more and more important in biological studies.
In the past decades, the technology and devices for light

detection have been rapidly progressing, and especially
the detection sensitivity has reached the single photon
level, so the observation and tracking of single molecules
by fluorescence have been realized. Recently, the
remarkable advancements in SMFS lead to its extensive
applications in cutting-edge research areas of physics,
chemistry, materials, biology and biotechnology etc. The
successful applications include the study of enzymatic
dynamics [1–8], rare and transient events [9,10], static
and dynamic heterogeneity [11,12], conformation kinetics
[13–17] and memory [18], protein folding dynamics [19–
23], molecular counting and chemometrics [24–28],
plasmonic nanostructures [29–31], experimental demon-
stration of fundamental questions in thermodynamics and
statistic mechanics [32–40], and single molecule fluores-
cence tracking of protein dynamic responses in mamma-
lian cells [41]. Based on the results of these applications,
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the most characteristic property of biomolecules at the
molecular scale is that they generally work in stochastic
and probabilistic ways in the interplay between thermal
fluctuation and molecular interactions. The quantitative
data obtained make clear the long time argument that the
dynamic and restless interactions of molecules underlie
their functions in the cell.
In this review, we will focus on the applications of

SMFS to quantitative studies of biological questions, and
show its capability as a powerful tool for quantitative
biology.

CHARACTERISTICS AND CONDITIONS
OF SINGLE MOLECULE FLUORESCENCE

Compared with that of an ensemble, the fluorescence of a
dye molecule (Figure 1A) is many orders of magnitudes
weaker in intensity, and is usually recorded as the number
of photons emitted. At the same time, the fluorescence of
individual molecules is “quantized”, i.e., the fluorescence
is either on or off, in contrast to the exponential decay of
the ensemble samples. In fact, at single-molecule level,
reversibly switching between the fluorescent (on) and the
dark (off) states, the “blinking” of fluorophores, has been
observed. Eventually, the fluorophore goes into the
irreversible “photobleaching” and loses the fluorescence
at one step (Figure 1B), as a characteristic identification of
single molecule fluorescence [42]. Both the fluorescence
blinking and the photobleaching have significant impacts
on the photostability of the fluorophores and in turn the
single-molecule detection of them. Many experimental
results shows the contribution of molecular oxygens to
the photobleaching, and the triplet state to the blinking of
fluorophores: the electron transfers from the excited state
to the triplet state at a certain rate and it also takes time to
go backwards. Therefore, to lessen the blinking behavior
and the elongate the lifetime of fluorophores, a combina-
tion of Trolox and enzymatic oxygen-scavenging system
has been suggested [43].
Another characteristic property of molecular fluores-

cence is its polarization. Because most dyes for single
molecule fluorescence are organic molecules, and the
fluorescence comes from the p-conjugated function
groups, which are usually planar. In ensemble samples,
the random orientation of molecules leads to the
unpolarized fluorescence. However, at the molecular
level, the polarization/anisotropy of the fluorescence can
be recorded to track the orientation of individual dyes.
Much more information of the rotational property of
target molecules can be obtained [44].
Because of the much weaker emission from individual

molecules than ensembles, single molecule fluorescence
detection usually requires laser excitation, optimized light
path with proper dichroic mirrors, filters and other optics,

as well as the high sensitive detectors, such as avalanche
photodiode (APD), photomultiplier tube (PMT) and
electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD).
In addition, due to the particle nature of light, shot noise,
which is the square root of the total photon number, is
inevitable and contributes to the fluctuation of the
fluorescence intensity. In ensemble measurements, shot
noise is insignificant as compared with the signal.
However, if the background light/fluorescence cannot be
reduced to the level of molecular fluorescence, then the
weak single molecule fluorescence will be buried in the
shot noise of the background. Thus, in order to achieve
single-molecule fluorescence detection, special imaging
methods are employed to effectively suppress the back-
ground lights. Among them, scanning confocal micro-
scopy (SCM) and total internal reflection microscopy
(TIRM) are extensively used in SMFS applications, while
the principles to realize good signal-to-noise ratios are
distinct between these two approaches. In SCM, a laser
beam is focused by an objective lens into a small,
diffraction limited focal volume, which leads to a much
reduced excitation volume; in addition, a beam splitter
and a set of filters are applied to pass the fluorescence
while blocking the original excitation light, and a pinhole
at the back focus plane of the objective lens further blocks
scattering light as well as out of focus fluorescence from

Figure 1. Scheme of Single-molecule fluores-
cence. (A) An energy level diagram of a fluorescent

molecule and (B) a trajectory of a single fluorescent
molecule showing the intensity decrement in one step.
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the sample. In TIRM, the evanescent field created by the
total reflection of the laser light at the interface can limit
the excitation volume to only a couple of hundreds
nanometers from the interface, and thus notably reduce
the background light; in addition, the laser light path is
physically separated from the fluorescence one, blocking
most of the scattering of the laser light. Though the SCM
and TIRM techniques are also different in other aspects,
e.g., imaging speed, 3-D vs. 2-D, both of them have been
quite successful in single-molecule fluorescence detec-
tions, especially in biological applications.
The fluorescence from individual molecules can be

treated as point light sources, but the fluorescence spots
have a diffraction limited size according to the Ernst
Abbe’s equation:

d=
l

2nsin�
, (1)

where d is the diameter of the spot, l is the fluorescence
wavelength, n is the refraction index, q is the angle of the
focus and nsinq is also called the numerical aperture
(NA). Thus, the resolution of fluorescence microscopy is
roughly in the order of a couple hundred nanometers.
Accordingly, in single-molecule fluorescence experi-
ments, the fluorophores have to be separated at a distance
no less than the size of the diffraction limited spot. In
other words, the dye molecules has to be diluted enough
or at the time frame of imaging only limited number of
dye molecules are in the fluorescent state. In case of non-
fixed fluorophores, the acquisition time should be short
enough to ensure that the displacement of each fluor-
ophore is smaller than the diffraction limited size. On the
other hand, due to the limited photons emitted by single
fluorophores, the shot noise becomes significant as
compared with the fluorescence intensity, the number of
photons counted. The signal-to-shot noise ratio can be
described as

Signal

Shot-noise
/

ffiffiffiffi

N
p

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

n0t
p

, (2)

where N is the photon number during the time t, and n0 is
the photon rate, indicating that the shorter the acquisition
time for imaging, the worse the signal-to-noise ratio.
Accordingly, in tracking single fluorosphore, the time
interval of each image should be optimized to balance the
signal-to-noise ratio, the spatial resolution, and the
temporal resolution.
In the last decade, the fast developing super-resolution

microscopy has been proposed to overcome the diffrac-
tion limited spatial resolution, including structured
illumination microscopy (SIM) [45], stimulated emission
depletion microscopy (STED) [46], stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [47], photo-acti-
vated localization microscopy (PALM) [48], and other

fluorophore localization algorithms, etc. (see reviews on
super-resolution imaging in Ref. [49–52]). Briefly, single-
molecule fluorescence can be described by a point-spread
function (PSF) centered at the location of fluorophore.
Thus, if fluorescent molecules are separated in space or in
time, then they can be located by the PSF of single-
molecule fluorescence with accuracy only limited by the
molecular fluorescence intensity; or the intensity profile
of multiple fluorophores can be deconvoluted as the
summary of multiple PSFs using various algorithms. For
example, in PALM [48], photo-activable fluorescent
proteins are used. At any given moment, only an optically
resolvable subset of fluorophores is activated to a
fluorescent state, imaged and photobleached. Then other
subsets are activated to iterate this process until the
localization of numerous fluorophores and the reconstruc-
tion of a super-resolution image. Nevertheless, these PSF-
based fluorophore localization algorithms can reach a
resolution (Δloc) defined by the following equation:

loc � Δ
ffiffiffiffi

N
p , (3)

where Δ is the half-max width of the PSF, and N the total
photons collected from the fluorophore. Presently, a
spatial resolution of 20~30 nm has been achieved [41,53].

SINGLE MOLECULE COUNTING

With the capability of detecting individual fluorescent
molecules, the most straightforward application is to
count the number of available molecules. In biological
study, it is essential to tell how many proteins assemble/
bind together at the nanoscale for the understanding of the
mechanism of protein functions and the differences
between a properly functioning cell and a diseased cell.
Thus, it is of great interests to be able to count proteins
[54,55] and determine their stoichiometry [56].
To be prepared for single molecule fluorescence

microscopy, target proteins and biological molecules are
either labelled with fluorescent groups or genetically
fused with fluorescent proteins, such as mEos, Dendra,
green fluorescent protein (GFP) and mCherry, etc.
Especially, the fluorescent proteins are compatible with
in vivo experiments and have been widely used in cellular
fluorescence images. In addition, evaluations of the
photoactivation efficiency have been investigated for
quite a few fluorescence proteins as the probes in single-
molecule counting [57,58].
With the available single fluorescence counting, more

and more fundamental biological questions are
approached either in vitro or in vivo. One of these
questions is how the cells “fell” the mechanical stimuli
from the environments. It is known that various cells can
sense the stiffness of the environment to determine the
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most suitable conditions for them to survive. Most
cellular functions are carried out by varied proteins, and
cells usually promote certain functions by regulating the
expression of corresponding proteins in responding
external stimuli. Most of these intracellular processes
are biochemical ones, which are different from the
external mechanical signals. Therefore, it is of great
interest to reveal the mechanotransduction mechanism at
the molecular level.
In cell adhesion and focal adhesion, there are quite

many proteins, e.g., talin and α-catenin, in the chain
bridging trans-membrane adhesive proteins (e.g., cadher-
ins and integrins) and cytoskeleton networks. These
proteins also bear the forces when cells change the shape
in response to external mechanical stimulations. The
crystallographic structures of talin and α-catenin show the
binding sites for vinculin, which is another important
protein in the connections between cadherin/integrin and
actinin filaments of cytoskeleton. In addition, the binding
sites are mostly buried in the helix bundles at the native
state of those proteins. Accordingly, the buried binding
sites are inaccessible unless the helix bundles are
unfolded to expose these sites. On the other hand,
mechanical forces are known to unfold proteins, and in
many cases the required force can be as low as ~5 pN [59–
61]. Therefore, a mechanism can be speculated that forced
unfolding of the molecular sensors promotes recruitment
of new signaling proteins, which trigger further biochem-
ical cellular pathways.
To identify such molecular mechanotroducting

mechanism, the limitation of traditional ensemble
approaches has to be overcome. Sheetz et al. combined
the single molecule counting and magnetic tweezers to
simply count the number of bound vinculins on individual
talins under various force conditions (Figure 2) [62]. In
their experiments, each talin molecule was chemically
bound between a magnetic bead and the substrate, and
then incubated in the buffer solution of Alexa-488 labeled
vinculin heads. During the incubation, the constant forces
were applied to talin molecules through the magnetic
beads by an electromagnet. Afterwards, the unreacted
vinculin heads were washed away by buffer solutions.
Finally, while stretched by the magnetic tweezers, the
fluorescence intensity of each talin was monitored over
time to catch every single photobleaching event, which
corresponds to a vinculin head bound to the talin
molecule. As only one talin was expected under a
magnetic bead, the number of photobleaching events
observed at each fluorescent spot should reflect how many
vinculin heads are bound.
The results from the counting experiments (Figure 3)

show that the stretching of the talin rods can activate more
binding sites for vinculins [62], which are important
signaling proteins. In this way, talins function as

mechano-sensor to transduce the mechanical stimuli
into biochemical signals. Rececntly, another protein, α-
catenin at cell adherens junction, was also observed to
function in the same way as the mechano-sensing of talin
[60]. These experiments indicate that it is a general
mechano-transduction mechanism in biological systems
to activate the binding of signaling proteins by forced
unfolding of mechano-sensing proteins.
Another fundamental biological question is how the

expression of a particular gene start and stop. In addition,
can any quantitative information be acquired for the
transcription and translation of the gene processes? In this
aspect, Xie et al. have carried out experiments to look at
the expression of individual proteins controlled by a
repressed lac promoter in single Escherichia coli cells for
the first time [42,63], using a fusion protein consisting a
membrane protein, Tsr, and a fluorescent report, Venus.
The diffusion of proteins makes it hard to catch the single
molecule fluorescence in cytoplasm due to the temporal
and spatial resolutions of single-molecule fluorescence
techniques. Once the Tsr-Venus molecules attach to E.
coli’s inner membrane and their diffusion is slowed down,
which enables single-molecule imaging [42].

Figure 2. Magnetic tweezers used to measure the
binding events. The Ni-NTA (labeled N) grafted slides

containing the talin rod fixed through its 6�His N
terminus (labeled H) to the glass and with the avidinated
magnetic bead bound to its biotinylated C terminus
(labeled B) was placed over the objective. Alexa 488-

vinculin head was added to the slides for the period of
the incubation. The talin rod and vinculin head structures
are represented in green and yellow, respectively. The

arrow shows the direction of the movement of the beads
when they are pulled using the magnetic tweezers.
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In their experiments, diffraction limited spots and one-
step photobleaching of each spot were observed, indicat-
ing the observation of single fluorescent Tsr-Venus. The
expression of Tsr-Venus turned out to be in bursts, and the
number of Tsr-Venus and bursts were then counted for cell
cycles. The results show that the number of Tsr-Venus in
each burst follows the Poisson distribution, suggesting that
the gene expression is a stochastic process. Analysis of the
average time of cell cycle, the mean value of bursts in each
cycle, and the average number of mRNA per cycle and the
average lifetime of mRNA implies that under the
repression condition only one mRNA is transcribed each
time. This indicates the efficiency of the lac repressor: it
seldom unbinds the operator region of DNA and quickly
rebinds, only allowing transcription initiation of one
mRNA molecule. Further counting the number of proteins
translated from each mRNA, the distribution follows a

single exponential decay. A model of competition between
the degradation of mRNA by ribonuclease E and the
translation by ribosomes can be used to quantitatively
explain the exponential decay of the production number of
proteins per mRNA [42]. Xie et al. have also done a series
of experiments to further explorer the dynamics in gene
expression in living cells [64,65], and even in human cells
[66]. In all these in vivo experiments, the direct monitoring
the kinetics of gene expressions has been achieved only by
SMFS, and the observation of these fundamental pro-
cesses in living cells is inapproachable from the ensemble
data. The stochastic feature is much more significant from
the dynamics at the molecular level. In addition, such a
noisy characteristics is only accessible from the single-
molecule approaches, and its origin of the noise in vivo
will be further disclosed by the developing single-
molecule approaches, including SMFS.

Figure 3. Diagram of photobleaching events of Alexa 488-vinculin head bound to (A) talin rod, (B) dimeric tandem talin
rod, and (C) α-actinin. Histograms show the number of beads per photobleaching event. In all cases, blue, gray, and green colors
correspond with no force, 2-pN force, and 12-pN force applied, respectively. The talin rod, talin dimeric tandem (positive control), and

α-actinin (negative control) showed maximally 1 and 3, 2 and 6, and 1 and 1 photobleaching events (black arrows) when no force
and 12 pN force, respectively, was applied.
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SINGLE MOLECULE DISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS

Once target molecules can be identified by their single-
molecule fluorescence, it is straightforward to look at their
locations and to measure the distance between molecules.
Conventional colocalization use the fluorescence signals
to identify whether two molecules of interest are located
in the same area [67,68]. However, the spatial resolution
of the optical microscopy is on the order of a few hundred
nanometers, which is much larger than the size of most
biological molecules. Thus, it is hard for traditional
fluorescence microscopy to answer whether two mole-
cules are really colocalized or to measure their distance by
their fluorescence.
Taking advantage of the PSF-based fluorophore

localization algorithms, Sheetz et al. further investigated
mechanosensing of talin rods in vivo by fusing the N- and
C-terminus of talin with EGFP and mCherry respectively
(Figure 4A) [41]. Here, the distance between EGFP and
mCherry measures the end-to-end length of the talin,
which in its native state is ~51 nm. Using a computational
heavily imaging processing method for fluorophore

localization, Sheetz et al. were able to measure the
distance at a resolution of ~25 nm. By monitoring the
changes of the inter-fluorophore distance, the dynamic
details of stretching talins were recorded in vivo when
cells response to external stimuli.
The results show that the orientation of the talin

molecules is strongly correlated to the actin movement
and the end-to-end displacement is highly dynamic in
vivo. In addition, the displacement is usually significant
larger in the peripheral adhesions (~100 to 200 nm) than
in the central area. Further experiments were carried out
on the displacement after suppressions by Blebbastatin or
Y-27632, and dramatic decrement in the displacement is
observed as shown in Figure 5A. As previous in vitro
single-molecule counting experiments showed that more
vinculin heads can bind to the stretched talin rods, cells
transiently expressing a vinculin head construct were used
to look at the vinculin binding to talin in vivo. A
significant change in the length and its dynamics as the
result of vinculin binding is observed: a dramatic increase
in the displacement to the levels of 400 to 600 nm and a
suppression of the dynamics of length variation were
observed, as shown in Figure 5B. These observations can
be explained by the strong multiple binding of activated

Figure 4. EGFP-Talin1-mCherry as a tool to measure talin 1 length. (A) Schematic of stretching of labeled talin molecules:
unfolding from a 51 nm length in the relaxed state. This can be measured in focal adhesions under stretch where the separation of

the termini is apparent in two channel TIRFmicroscopy. Using the same edge detector criterion for both the GFP andmCherry signal
reveals the dislocation of the ensemble. (B) Verification that EGFP-Talin1-mCherry distributes as expected for talin. Distribution of
EGFP, mCherry, and antibody (alexa 647) staining shows colocalization of the modified and the endogenous talin (green for EGFP,

red for mCherry, and blue for alexa 647 in the superposition panel) (this is under conditions of high expression but the same
colocalization is observed at low expression). The image was adapted from [41] with permission.
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vinculin head which elongating talin molecules and
stabilizing their conformation.
Anyway, the direct measurements of the inter-fluor-

ophore distance is limited by the spatial resolution of the
single-molecule fluorescence microscopy, and so far is
still beyond 10 nm. To reach below 10 nm, another
approach, single-molecule Förster Resonance Energy
Transfer (FRET) can be used. FRET refers to the non-
radiative energy transfer from an excited fluorophore
(donor) to another (acceptor) via dipole-dipole coupling.
The FRET efficiency from a donor to an acceptor depends
on the distance (r) between them, as given by Equation (4)
[44]:

EFRET=
R6
0

R6
0 þ r6

, (4)

R0=8:79� 10 – 5 � [n – 4 � Q� κ2 � J ðlÞ], (5)

where R0 is the Förster radius, n is the refractive index of

the media, Q is the quantum efficiency of the donor in
absence of acceptors, k2 is the factor describing the
relative orientation of the dipoles between donor and
acceptor, and J(l) the overlap in their fluorescence spectra
[69]. R0 is about several nanometers, so FRET is usually
observed when the distance between two fluorophores in
1~10 nm. In turn, single-molecule FRET (smFRET)
efficiency can be used as a molecular ruler to measure
relative distance with 0.5 nm resolution over a practical
range< 10 nm [70–73]. Multicolor smFRET allows
accurate measurements of the FRET efficiency, following
Equation (6) [44]:

EFRET=
IA

IA þ ID � fA � ηA
fD � ηD

, (6)

where IA and ID are the measured fluorescence intensity,
fA and fD are the emission quantum yields, hA and hD

are the detection efficiencies of acceptor (A) and donor

Figure 5. Displacements after suppression. (A) Time evolution of the stretching after adding Blebbastatin or Y-27632,
respectively. The total displacement and the amplitude of the stretching are decreased very noticeably. Even though for the Y-27632,
it is still clearly larger than the error of observation. (B) Vinculin head added: the vinculin head construct stretched out the talin

molecule and left it stretched. There are still observable oscillations in stretching, but the amplitude of change is dramatically
suppressed. The image was adapted from [41] with permission.
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(D) dyes, respectively.
Due to its capability, the smFRET has been extensively

used in biological studies [20,74–79]. Among these
applications, Liu et al. [44] used smFRET to investigate
the binding kinetics of calmodulin and its target peptide
C28W, as schemed in Figure 6A. In their experiments,
calmodulin molecules were labeled with green fluoro-
phore at the N-terminal domain, and the Texas red labeled
C28W were chosen to bind with calmodulins. Using the
Equation (6), the smFRET efficiency was obtained from
fluorescence intensities of both fluorophores as measured
by a scanning confocal microscope. Accordingly, the
relative distance r/R0 was calculated by Equation (4). The
results are shown in Figure 6B and 6C, where both
distributions are asymmetric and elongated to one side. If
there is only one bound state, then one dominant inter-
fluorophore distance r is expected and the distance
distribution should be similar to a symmetric single
Gaussian one. The smFRET results evidence that the
distribution contains more than one Gaussian component.
The authors analyzed the distribution by fitting to two
Gaussian peaks with significantly different mean dis-
tances (the red and blue curves in Figure 6). The major
peak corresponds to a shorter distance between two
labels, and attributed to the tightly bound state of the
calmodulin/C28W complex. In contrast, the minor peak
implies some intermediate state with a larger distance
between the N-terminal domain of calmodulin and C28W.
Further measurements on the single-molecule fluores-
cence polarization also evidenced the conformational
fluctuations between bound and loosely bound states in
the calmodulin/C28W complex, and probed the time-
scale in the dynamics. Such fluctuating protein-protein
interactions involving bound and loosely bound states are
likely general, and have been observed for other cell
signaling systems [80,81].

SINGLE-MOLECULE FORCE SENSOR

The mechanosensing is an essential aspect of cell
functions in responding to other partners or extracellular
signals, so in order to obtain detailed insight in
mechanotransduction, it is important for researchers to
measure the molecular forces in vivo, which is expected to
be much smaller than those used in AFM unfolding of
proteins. In addition, it is almost impossible for present
single-molecule techniques, i.e., AFM, optical tweezers
and magnetic tweezers, to access target biomolecules in
vivo. Therefore, molecular tension sensors are always
interesting to researchers.
As discussed above, the smFRET efficiency can be

used to measure the extension of proteins, which in turn is
a function of the stretching force on the proteins due to
their elasticity. Based on this principle, Grashoff et al.

[61] designed a tension sensor module (TSMod) using a
FRET pair, mTFP1 and venus(A20K), which are linked
by a 40-amino-acid-long elastic domain (GPGGA)8
(Figure 7A and 7B). After the FRET efficiency was
calibrated as a function of stretching force (Figure 7C) by
combining scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy
with optical tweezers, the tension sensor was fused with
vinculin to calculate forces across vinculin in living cells.
An average force in stationary focal adhesions of ~2.5 pN
per vinculin was observed. When myosin-dependent
contractility was reduced, the FRET index of the sensor
increased drastically, indicating the loss of tension across
vinculin. By analyzing individual focal adhesions, the
FRET index showed that higher tension on vinculin was
found within small focal adhesions near protruding edges

Figure 6. A scheme of two-state interaction model
of binding of calmodulin and C28W and single-
molecule FRETresults. (A) calmodulin bind with C28W

in two states: the C-terminal of calmodulin binds to the
N-terminal domain of C28W; calmodulin tightly binds to
C28W through both domains. (B) distributions of single-
molecule FRET efficiency; and (C) calculated relative

donor-acceptor distance (R/R0). The blue and red
curves are the Gaussian components used to fit the
distributions, and the black curve is fitted results.

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [43]. Copyright
2006 American Chemical Society.
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while lower within large retracting focal adhesions. The
time trajectories of FRET index also suggest that the force
on vinculin in small focal adhesions at cell edges
decreases towards average levels as the focal adhesions
enlarge over time.
This smFRET force sensors have already been applied

to investigations of molecular forces on cell adhesion
proteins E-cadherin [82] and focal adhesion proteins
integrin [83]. The results show that E-cadherin is under
actomyosin-generated tension no matter whether the cell
is in contact with others, while the tension increases at
cell-cell contacts under stretching [82]. This also implies
that the cadherin/catenin complex may act as an anchor
for the cortical actomyosin cytoskeleton. In case of
integrin, the results show that the load per integrin on
extracellular matrix is in a couple of picoNewtons [83],
similar to that in the case of E-cadherin.

SINGLE-MOLECULE TRACKING

With the capability of counting and localization, single-

molecule fluorescence spectroscopy can also be used for
single-molecule tracking (SMT), which providing
researchers with the unprecedented ability and the
ultimate spatial and temporal resolutions to track the
behaviors of individual biomolecules, including jostling
around, collision, interaction, binding, reaction, dissocia-
tion, assembling, etc. In addition to the locations and the
movements of single molecules, SMT can also offer the
detection of the activation of signaling biomolecules, by
in cooperation with other fluorescence techniques, e.g.,
FRET [84,85]. Until now, SMT have been advanced
along with the rapid improvement of techniques [86–91]
associated with fluorescence microscopy occurring in the
fields of physics, chemistry, biology and engineering. A
detailed review on the methods and applications of SMT
can be found in Ref. [92].
Among those applications, SMT has been successfully

applied to an important group of proteins, the processive
cytoskeletal motors, including myosin, kinesin, and
dynein families. These remarkable molecular motor are
able to step over hundreds times successively at speeds of
microns per second along microtubule network or actin
filaments [93–96], similar to trucks delivering cargos on
highways. Though diverse in their structures and
biological roles, these motors share the principal
characteristics, using the chemical energy (adenosine
triphosphate, ATP) to do mechanical work by walking.
Properties of these motor molecules, e.g., velocity,
processivity and walking mechanism, cannot be readily
measured in ensemble assays, while SMT techniques
provides the access to investigate these molecular details
[97–101]. In all these cases, the hand-over-hand (HoH)
mechanism is demonstrated by statistical analysis of the
single-molecule data of step patterns. For example, a
distinctly bimodal step size distribution (74 nm or 0 nm)
and bi-exponential decay of the dwell time histogram
were observed for myosin V motors, strongly suggesting
the HoH mechanism other than an inchworm mechanism
[98]. In case of kinesin motors, the strictly alternating
steps were found and the mechanical strain generated
between the two heads acted as the important tension
gating in the HoH walking [102–104]. Besides the
processive motors, SMT techniques have also been
applied to rotational motors, such ATP synthase [105–
107] and RNA polymerase [108]. A detailed review on
single-molecule application to rotary motors can be found
in Ref. [109].

ULTRAFAST DYNAMICS OF SINGLE
MOLECULE

Individual molecule in heterogeneous systems is influ-
enced by the local environment, which causes the
variations from molecule to molecule in statics and

Figure 7. The cartoon of molecular tension sensor
and the force calibration. The sensor consists of

mTFP1, elastic linker (GPGGA)8 and venus (A) without
force and (B) once a force is applied the extension of the
linker can lower the FRET efficiency. (C) The force is

calibrated as a function of FRET efficiency. The image
was adapted from [61] with permission.
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dynamics. Following an individual molecule evolving in
time, without synchronizing the ensemble, the dynamics
of discrete molecule ranging from femtosecond to
nanoseconds can be detected for spontaneous emission,
vibrational motions, excitation energy transfer, vibra-
tional relaxation and electronic dephasing, etc. (Figure 8).
The slower processes of a single molecules occurring in

nanoseconds have been successfully captured by the
conventional single molecular methods from the sponta-
neous emission of a fluorescence photon, and these have
been discussed in the above parts. The faster ones in the
femto- to picosecond timescale have not emerged until
2002, when the first observation on excitonic nonlinearity
of single GaAs quantum dot with femtosecond resolution
at cryogenic temperatures was presented. Following this
pioneering work, several time-resolved single molecular
spectroscopic techniques have been developed to unravel
the electronic and vibrational femtosecond dynamics of
individual fluorophores at room temperature. By addres-
sing the issues on electronic coherence, vibrational wave-
packet interference, vibrational relaxation decay and
coherent electronic energy transfer in light sensitive
system (light-harvesting complexes, photo-active proteins

and conjugated polymers), the quantum physics being
heavily evolved in the molecular systems can be
elucidated. However, these tests are unattainable pre-
viously in the ensemble measurements, because of the
drawback of the ensemble methods in spatial and
temporal averaging over an inhomogeneous system.
Among these novel results, the observation of coherences
in various photosynthetic complexes was an intriguing
report. The coherences was already observed during
testing the ultrafast energy transfer in photosynthetic
complexes before, but it has long been debated and
contradictory for the attribution of their origins (electronic
or vibrational). For ascertaining the roles and origins of
coherence in the efficiency of natural photosynthetic
complex, B800–B850 energy transfer in single light
harvesting 2 (LH2) complex was detected with a pulse-
shaped two-color single molecular method [111].
In this experiment, the broad-band 15 fs excitation laser

pulse was shaped to be resonant with the absorption
frequency of B800 and B850, respectively (Figure 9A),
and then the fluorescence from the lowest-energy and
emitting B850 exciton state due to energy transfer was
detected as shown in Figure 9B. With drawing the

Figure 8. Time schedule of various molecular process (Reproduced from Ref. [110] with permission from The Royal
Society of Chemistry).

Figure 9. Two color fs phase control of individual LH2 complexes at room temperature (The image was adapted from
[112] with permission).
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ultrafast femtosecond single molecular traces from two
different individual LH2 complexes, it was found that the
fluorescence intensity oscillated up to more than 400 fs
with a period of ~200 fs (Figure 9C), which well matched
with the an electronic B800–B850 coupling constant J =
50 cm–1. However, it cannot be found for the vibrational
modes with an energy corresponding to the 200 fs periods
in the steady spectroscopic studies. These measurements
are different with those from the (much shorter lived)
ground–excited state electronic coherence and the vibra-
tional wave packets being created by a specific excitation
with an external field. This indicated that the measured
oscillations in Figure 9C were definitely caused by the
electronic coherences between electronically excited
eigenstates of the LH2 complex, and the measured
coherence is an intrinsic property of the molecular
assemblies, which is important for understanding of the
natural molecular systems and their applications[112].
These tests confidently demonstrated that the ultrafast
single molecular methods are vital to resolve the
dynamics and photophysics of biomolecule complexes
which were previously out of reach of physical study.
All schemes presented here are mainly rely on the

emitted fluorescence owing to the larger cross section.
While most of the interesting systems do not fluoresce,
most doped fluorophore can be negative or toxic to the
functions of natural (bio-) molecules. Thus it needs efforts
for alternative detection schemes such as absorption,
stimulated emission, Raman scattering or even enhance-
ment by nano-antennas. Prospectively, the single mole-
cule schedules with femtosecond sensitivity can be
ascendant methods for tracking the ultrafast dynamics
of individual molecule and the essences of natural (bio-)
molecules.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In the review, we briefly summarize the single-molecule
fluorescence spectroscopic approaches for quantitatively
investigation of fundamental biological questions. In
these approaches, advanced techniques associated with
molecular fluorescence are utilized to record data of
individual molecules, and then statistics and physical laws
are employed to uncover the quantitative insights of the
bio-systems, including location, velocity, force, interac-
tion strength, signaling mechanism, kinetics of processes,
ultrafast dynamics, and their evolutions over time. In
addition, SMFS measurements can help to identify the
minor sub-distributions and transient intermediates,
deeper understanding of which is the foundation to the
molecular mechanism of bio-systems. These enriched
information not only demonstrates and details the existing
knowledge and models of the cellular functions, but also
provides a fresh angle to these biological questions as the

acquirement of the information comes from frontier work
in cross disciplinary fields.
Though the fast advances and broad applications have

been achieved for SMFS, there are still challenges,
especially for applications in quantitative biology:
(i) The cellular processes include both fast and slow

processes, so long time tracking will be highly appre-
ciated in biological applications. Consequently, the
stability of the fluorophore and microscopic systems are
expected to be improved: a more robust fluorophore, or a
better system against photobleaching and fluorescence
blinking, etc.
(ii) A better spatial and temporal resolution is always

the key to uncovering more detailed information from
microscopic experiments. The PSF-based localization
algorithms are still developing, while fluorophores with a
better stability in fluorescence will also improve the
resolutions, so enhancements in spectroscopic resolutions
can be expected.
(iii) The cellular environment is much crowded by

thousands of proteins, and cellular signaling processes
involve multiple proteins and their interactions, so multi-
target tracking to quantitatively correlate various biomo-
lecules in space and in time sequence is needed and
remains as an enormous challenge. The success of Sheetz
et al. [41] presents a good start, and further achievements
in this regards can be expected.
(iv) Last but not the least, due to the complexity of

biological systems, more developments in quantitative
methodology for statistical analysis of the SMFS data are
of unremitting demands, in order to dig out more
insightful understanding of the underline biological
functions/mechanism.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the SMFS will become

more and more important and irreplaceable in life science,
as the progresses of the SMFS and related techniques. In
turn, the more and more applications of SMFS will also
bring us fresh, better and more enriched details of life.
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